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THEME:
Rising above the clouds in hot-air balloons, airplanes, helicopters and spaceships can provide a whole new perspective on the world.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
A sassy Siamese cat stows away on a hot-air balloon and ends up taking
a fur-raising flight around the countryside. On a visit to a hot-air ballooning
event in South Carolina, LeVar experiences a colorful and memorable trip in
a hot-air balloon. He then provides viewers with a comical look into the past
at some flying machines that never made it off the ground and a tour of the
National Space Camp in Huntsville, Alabama, where children find out what it
takes to become an astronaut.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Ask students what they know about hot-air balloons. Have they ever seen
one? Has anyone been to a ballooning event? Has anyone ever ridden in a
hot-air balloon?
Discuss with the class why Henry wanted to fly and whether they think he
would like to go flying again or not. Why do people enjoy flying?
The end of the story says that Henry was a “wise old flying cat.” Ask students
if they agree with that statement and why.
Ask students what they think would be the most adventurous part of taking a
hot-air balloon ride.
After watching the program, discuss with students some things they might
need to know in order to travel in outer space.
CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
After the students have watched the program and have a better idea of how
hot-air balloons work, have them construct a Venn diagram comparing a helicopter with a hot-air balloon.
Have students paint watercolor pictures of hot-air balloons in whatever
designs, patterns, and colors they wish. Cut them out and mount them on a
background of sky with land below.
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Brainstorm a list of things that can fly. Have students sort the items into different categories (e.g., animals, mechanically powered, human powered, etc.).
Brainstorm words that describe a cat. Encourage students to think about
behaviors of cats in addition to the way they look and feel. Write the words
on an enlarged cutout of a cat and display the chart in the classroom so that
students may add to it and use the words in stories and poems they write.
As a class, decide which words describe Henry, and have students write his
name next to those words.
Henry is a Siamese cat. With the help of the school library media specialist,
have students locate information about breeds of cats. In particular, have
them find out what characteristics make Siamese cats different from other
cats. If any students have a Siamese cat for a pet, they might wish to share
their expertise.
Flying in a hot-air balloon would provide someone with a “bird’s-eye view” of
what is below. Have students imagine that they are in a balloon and discuss
this concept. Use photographs, art prints, or picture book illustrations (some
of the pictures in Hot-Air Henry will help) that show scenes from above. Have
them choose a place with which they are very familiar, such as the classroom,
their bedroom at home, their own backyard, the school playground, etc., and
sketch a bird’s-eye view of that place.
Mary Calhoun and Erick Ingraham have collaborated on four other books featuring Henry: Cross-Country Cat, High-Wire Henry, Henry the Sailor Cat, and
Blue-Ribbon Henry. Read some of these further adventures to the students.
As a class, brainstorm additional adventures that they would like to see in a
book about Henry. Have the students each draw a picture of Henry on one of
their adventures and write the story to match their drawing.
RELATED THEMES:
space flight
birds
flight
RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #64 — Bored–Nothing To Do!
Program #52 — Duncan And Dolores
Program #31 — Space Case
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